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Neopets battledome guide

Budgeting Battledome! This is a guide to the best Battledome weapons available with a budget of 12,000 NP. I also have a lower version at a cost of only 7,000 NP. This guide is not intended for pets with very high statistics. For example, this set of weapons is perfect for my Kougra which has 20 HP, 14 defenses, and 16
attacks. It may be weak, but it destroys pets with the same statistics. Tip: Never use disposable items. Always carrying healing goods. Always carrying frozen goods. Just because the weapon can only be used by a certain type of Neopet does not mean that it is better than other items. Never spend NP if you can't afford
it! Trains, trains, trains! Now that you know some basic tips, let's talk about how to achieve this with the NP we have. I'll track how much we spend. Current NP: 12,000 In addition to the actual weapons, healing items are the most important thing in combat. The most common healing item is the elixir. But remember the
first tip? Never use disposable items. There's no reason to spend thousands on ten elixirs that aren't even cured enough for the problem anyway! There are better items: Slime Potion Slime Potion is a once per battle item that cures your pet 10 HP. This is usually a significant amount if your budget is 12,000 NP. Although
the average Slime Potion costs 2,000 NP, it is still worth it. Np current: 10,000 Now we are shopping for assault weapons. There are endless numbers of these, so how can we choose? Well, what about weapons that not only damage your opponent, but also give you a cell phone? Perfect! That item is a Tycomatic
Potion. Caustic Potions Caustic Potions do 1 – 5 damage to your opponents and give them to you. Buy these three. At 2,000 each, that's probably half of our budget, but, again, it's worth it. This is where the smaller version comes in If you don't have 12,000 NP to spend, replace the T-Shirty Potion with the Purple Blob
Potion. They do up to 5 damages, but do not return your pet's HP. You can get it for only 99 NP. Purple Blob Potion Current NP: 4,000 (4,700/7,000 for lower Kaustic Potions) is good, but each item has its drawbacks. Since Caustics are pure earth attacks, enemies can easily reduce the damage done with an endless
number of items that protect you from certain elements. That's why we need one more attack item, the Enhanced Lightning Beam. The ILB Lightning Ray Enhancement, as it is commonly known, is a very common weapon with great attack power. Can be done up to 7 damage, it must be done for budget battle We'll get
two, so they'll give back another 4,000 NP. Current NP: 1,000 (1,700/7,000 for less) Now for freezing items. There's a lot to choose from, but we'll go with the Yellow Frost Cannon. Yellow, Red, Green and Blue Frost Cannons are the same, but Yellow is only 400 NP. Yellow Frost Cannon Current NP: 600 (1,300/7,000
for less) Now for the final item. This one is only in case you get in a tight position and you need to maintain You probably won't need it much, but let's get the Big Metal Shield for 550 NP. NP Big Metal Shield Final: 50 (750/7000 for less) King_Hunter64: Now set your weapons just like mine. Go get 'em! Battledome Basics
» Battle BasicsContains Info on the initial set » Battledome 2-Player GuideTo understand this battledome help, you need to understand the concept of icons. If you already know about them, you can skip this section. There are different types of icons that attack weapons can do, and defense weapons... GarmfayBelow's
Battledome guide listed are just some of the thousands of options available as you get ready to fight in battledome. Your budget and determination is what will help you choose your choice. It is intended as a quick outline in which to start for those new to Fight.Weapons &amp; more» BasicsThese Battle Guidelines
should give you a good start, but don't neglect to do your own research on weapons, icons, Rabid_Schnauzer etc. . Battledome Challengers &amp;amp; Strategies » Defenders of Neopia Guide 2Step-by-step guide to defeating Meuka, Commander Garoo, Meerca Henchmen, Giant Ghostkerchief, Snow Beast, Giant
Hungry Malevolent Chomby, and Mootix Warrior » Challenger's Weapon ListLists what your battledome challengers use.» How to beat Space FaerieTo get Space Faerie in battledome as a challenger, you need to buy real life products, with real life money. If you do not live in a country that sells these products, try to ask
politely on board, and ... Train your Neopet » Guide to Faerie QuestsHas a Faerie appears on your screen to say that she wants you to get something? Do you wonder why? Would you like to know what would happen if you did a search and gave him an item? Are you frustrated because he won't let you use Shop
Wiz...» Ray's Extensive Lab FAQ always seems to have a lot of questions about lab rays, and since I've been using it for a long time now...» Stay Direct Simple TrainingThis is meant to be a helpful guide for people thinking of training pets. This will show you what to train and how to practice efficiently. It's up to you where
you want to train. Cost is only estimated.» Guide to Kitchen Quest Welcome to the new guide on how to do a Kitchen Quest! This is a fairly simple guide especially for newer Battledomers who don't know that stat points can sometimes be achieved from doing a Kitchen Quest! First time a battledome player here... Hope
to get into it now as I hear you can get some good rewards from winning. Anyone knows a good beginner's guide, well inside or outside Neo? Also, bonus if there is a guide on tips to beat Punchbag Bob without losing your mind. Thank! Page 2Posted by2 years ago commented A Battledome set is a selection of up to
eight items of equipment. You can't equip more 8 weapons for a single pet at any given time. In the battledome, you can only use 2 items per turn, so you can cycle through your equipment depending on different strategies and situations. Having 8 different weapons lets you be flexible during battles. A set is usually
based on a combination of constants, double duty, and shields with healers. Some sets also have freezers, bombs and/or stealers. For the basic set, we recommend that you start with 2 constants, 2 double tasks, 2 shields, and 2 specials. The only exception to this rule is pets trained almost exclusively with lab rays,
most of which shields and double duty are ineffective. With this, a set with more constants and fewer shields/double duty might be advisable. Constants are offensive weapons in the Battledome. They're your damage dealers. It is ideal to have two DIFFERENT constants, since it adds variety, increasing the chances of
the opponent not being able to defend against the damage. Double duty is an attacking and defensive weapon. They usually attack with fewer icons than constants and defend with fewer icons than shields. It's ideal when you want to play it safe, but still want to inflict some damage. Shields are items that survive damage.
Shields block certain icons that your opponent throws at you. Two different types of shields are ideal for blocking a wider range of icons. Bombs are weapons once per battle that usually do a huge amount of damage to your opponents. A healer recharges a number of lost cell phones. Freezer freezes opponents for the
next round, preventing them from using weapons for the next turn. A thief could potentially take items from an opponent's battle set. It allows you to use that item for the rest of the battle, but is returned to your opponents after the battle is over. Reflectors work like shields, but instead of just blocking incoming damage,
they also take some of the attacks thrown at you and send them back to your opponents, inflicting damage. Below are some suggestions for weapons to use as your basic set. Feel free to exchange these weapons with others the way you want. After all, this is your set, after all! NOTICE: These prices are forecast and are
only on the market! The Daily Neopets don't sell this stuff! Beginner Set Cost approximately: 150,000 NP Some great weapons, but only in 2 players. These weapons are pretty much useless in 1-player because they depend on certain statistics of your opponent. Note: At this rate, all valuable bombs are a single use.
Snowglobe Freezer StaffCost: 30,000 NP Green Frost 10 Other NP Downsize! Cost: 5,500 NP Thick Smoke BombCost: 9,000 NP Notes: Rating! is a very useful weapon to have especially during tight rounds when you feel that your opponent will do great damage. It blocks 50% of all icon types. Because the only
improvement to Downsize! is the expensive Thyoras Tear, the Thick Smoke Bomb is the only alternative you will ever have. Remember to only use during fights it is important because it is only SINGLE USE and rather expensive. Medium Set Cost approximately: 5,813,000 NP Constant Scroll KnowledgeCost: 92,000
NP Multi Barbed Ice SpearCost: 40,000 NP Scroll of UltranovaCost: 1 NP Altadorian HalberdCost: 35,000 NP Scroll of the ScholarCost: 15.0 00 NP Scroll of the WiseCost: 5,500 NP Scroll of the FoolCost: 7,500 NP Sun and Moon ChakramCost: 4,000 NP Chakram from Air FaerieCost: 100,000 NP Energy BlasterCost:
200,000 NP Barbat Throwing StarCost : 50,000 NP Geraptiku Attack LeafCost: 175,000 NP Bow of the Fire FaerieCost: 800,000 NP Ylanas Blaster Cost: 800,000 NP Bow Of DestinyCost: 1,200,000 NP Wand Of RealityCost: 2,000.0 000 NP Brynns Legendary Sword of Wraith SmitingCost: 1,500,000 NP Altador Cup
Throwing StarCost: 1,200,000 NP Dr. Sloths Personal Bath BuddyCost: 1,750,000 NP Notes: These two guns are great for 1-P fighting as they use the power boost of your opponent. For more details, see this article. It is also useful against 2-P opponents with a much higher relative strength boost. Others Downsize!
Cost: 5,500 NP Thick Smoke BombCost: 9,000 NP Advanced Set Cost approximately: 48,450,000 NP Advanced set entirely depending on your strategy and budget. There are many other weapons that can be used at this level and choosing the right combination is very important. Constant TridentCost Kelpbeards:
8,890,000 Skarls NP Hasty MaceCost: 6,900,000 NP ThareCost Sword: 10,800,000 NP Sword TawreCoSt: 10,800,000 Np AriCost Swords: 10,880,000 NP ReifCost Swords: 9,800,000 NP ThiglCost Swords: 10,000,000 8,500,000 NP CutlassCost Pirate Captains: 13,500,000 NP Swords From LamenessCoSt:
16,250,000 NP Were Claw Silhouette NecklaceCost: 6,800,000 NP Glittery Faerie DustCost: 11,000,000 NP Ultra Bubble GunCost : 6,000,000 NP Twin Faerie BladesCost : 9.500.000 NP Shield Hubrid Nox Memorial ShieldCost: 8,000,000 NP GhostkershieldCost: 7,500,000 NP Faerie TabardCost: 7,300,000 NP Shield
from FaerielandCost: 11,800,000 NP Dr. Sloths Personal Body ArmourCost: 5,500,000 Pirate Captains NP HatCost: 4,000,000 NP Frozen Cyodrake ShieldCost: 18,000,000,,000 NP Frozen Cyodra to ShieldCost: 18,000,000 NP GhostkerbombCost Bomb: 7,200,000 NP Jhudoras PotionCost: 9,000,000 NP Notes:
Freezing species is often much cheaper , so check if your pet species has a good freezer available - or consider turning your pet into a species that isn't. Note: Species healers are often much cheaper, so check to see if your pet species has a good healer available - or consider turning your pet into a species that isn't.
Elite Set Cost approximately: 1,500,000,000+ NP Elite SETS entirely depending on your strategy and budget. There are many other weapons that can be used at this level and choosing the right combination is very important. Super Constant Attack 1.200.000.000 NP Musiman Serangan PeaCost: 600.000.000 NP
Anggur WrathCost: 200,000,000 NP Sword of White LiesCost: 75.000.000 NP GhostkerswordCost: 77.500.000 NP Attack PeaCost: PeaCost: NP Skarls SwordCost: 350,000,000 NP Shield Hubrid Nox Memorial ShieldCost: 8,000,000 NP GhostkershieldCost: 7,500,000 NP Faerie TabardCost: 7,300,000 NP Shield from
FaerielandCost: 11,800,000 NP Dr. Sloths Personal Body ArmourCost: 5,500,000 NP GhostkerbombCost Bomb: 7,200,000 NP Jhudoras PotionCost: 9,000,000 NP Notes: Moehog Skull is the best freezer in the game. Otherwise, Sleep Ray and Heavy Blue Tunic are the next best. Note: Species healers are often much
cheaper, so check to see if your pet species has a good healer available - or consider turning your pet into a species that isn't. Note: Thyoras Tear is the best full damage blocker in battledomer. Conclusion So, it is four sets. If you don't pay attention, the more advanced you get, the more expensive the weapon
becomes. Good luck! Special thanks to Xepha, TJ, Crimson, BlackJaguar, Livvy, Demon, and Alex. Alex.
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